
 

                                   ENGLISH LITERATURE 
 
 
 
                                 CHAPTER-3,TU-TU,THE MONGOOSE.(SUMMARY) 
 
 
 
The story begins with Henri and Josephine conversing about catching 
the mongoose who has been stealing mama’s chickens and selling it 
to the mongoose man.However,Josephine,Henri’s sister seems to be  
 
 
against this idea.Finally,Henri succeeds but Josephine starts to take 
care of the mongoose.She also names him as Tu-tu.She tames him 
and takes good care of him.As Henri is too sure of selling him they 
come to a market place where he finds a fat man to sell Tu-tu to.When 
the man talks of starving the mongoose to make him vicious to up a 
good fight with snakes Josephine shudders at this thought and 
becomes very unhappy.However,Henri was too sure of selling the 
mongoose but suddenly changes his mind and refuses the mongoose 
man to sell Tu-tu. 
 
 
                Thus we see that love and compassion win at the end and 
prove to be more important than material instincts. 
 
                                    -----------------xxxxxxxxxx----------------- 
 
 
1.WORD MEANINGS(to be written in literature copy) 
i)Intention-aim or plan 
ii)Heart went out-felt sympathy 
iii)Braid-plait 

 



 

iv)Mound-a small hill 
v)Rumbled-made a low heavy sound 
vi)Vicious-evil,wicked 
vii)Scowled-frowned angrily 
viii)Scampered-moved quickly 
ix)Dialect-form of language used in a specific area 
 
 
 
2.Make sentences from the above words in your copy. 
 
 
 
3.Question and answers(to be done in copy) 
 
i)Why doesn’t Josephine want Tu-tu to be sold to the mongoose man? 
 
Ans)Josephine doesn’t want Tu-tu to be sold to the mongoose man 
because she feared that he would make the mongoose fight with 
snakes which would kill him.The man would also starve the 
mongoose. 
 
 
ii)Why is Josephine unable to put a price on Tu-tu? 
 
Ans)Josephine was very fond of Tu-tu.She was unable to put a price 
on him because she had started loving him.Tu-tu was priceless for 
Josephine. 
 
iii)What gives Henri an idea for a new business? 
 
Ans)As the Frenchman uttered the words “.....is this pet for 
sale….”,Henri got an idea for a new business of selling pets. 

 



 

 
iv)Why does Henri change his mind about selling Tu-tu? 
 
Ans)Josephine’s love for Tu-tu made Henri change his mind about 
selling it.His heart felt heavy as he watched his sister’s pain 
 
                                 -----------------xxxxxxxxxx------------- 
 
 
 
 
 
                                   ENGLISH GRAMMAR 
  
 
                                        CHAPTER-3,NOUNS 
 
 

●  NOUNS 
 

A noun is the name of a person,animal,place or thing.It may also 
name a feeling or idea.E.g.-Amar,dog,Ranchi or book. 
 

● TYPES OF NOUNS 
 

- PROPER NOUN 
- COMMON NOUN 
- ABSTRACT NOUN 
- COLLECTIVE NOUN 

 
● PROPER NOUN 

  

 



 

A noun which names a particular person,place,or thing is called 
a proper noun.E.g.-Kapil,Lucknow,India Today. 
 
-A proper noun always begins with a capital letter. 
 
 

● COMMON NOUN 
  

           A noun that gives a common name to persons,places or things 
of the same kind is called a common noun.E.g.-city,monkey,fan. 
 
 

●       ABSTRACT NOUN 
 
An abstract noun is the name of some state,quality,feeling 
or idea that we can only think of of or feel but cannot touch 
or see.E.g.-heat,truth,beauty. 
 
 

●       COLLECTIVE NOUN 
 

                    A collective noun is the name of a collection of persons or 
things taken together and spoken of as one whole.It denotes any type 
of group.E.g.-army,pack.fleet. 
 
 

● EXERCISE-1(To be done in grammar copy) 
 
      -Pick out the nouns in the following sentences.Say whether they 
are proper,common,abstract or collective nouns. 
 
 
     i)The fleet of ships has returned to the port. 

 



 

ii)Virat Kohli is the captain of the team.He is an inspiring leader. 
iii)Our principal has  both wisdom and knowledge. 
iv)Doctors use a thermometer to measure temperature. 
v)The deer grazing in the field were chased away by a pack of wolves. 
vi)Neerja went to the hospital to see her friend.She took for her a 
bunch of grapes and a bouquet of flowers. 
vii)Shah Jahan built the Taj Mahal at Agra to show his love for his 
wife. 
 
 
 
                                        ----------xxxxxxxxxx------------- 

 
 

 
 

  

 


